
 

 

 

 

 

No.RRB/SC/C/607/01/02/2012 (CEN)             Date: 17-01-2013 
 

Written examination Results 
 

 Based on the performance in the written examination held on 29-07-2012 for the post 

of Chemical and Metallurgical Assistant Cat No.01 of CEN No.02/2012 following are the roll 

numbers of candidates who are provisionally eligible to be called for verification of original 

documents fixed to be held on 19-02-2013 at 14.00 hrs. Roll numbers are listed below in 

ascending order: 

28122011000112 

28122011000259 

28122011000323 

28122012000089 

28122012000101 

28122012000125 

28122012000171 

28122012000211 

28122013000004 

28122014000075 

28122014000154 

28122014000171 

28122014000177 

28122014000184 

28122014000220 

28122014000308 

(Sixteen candidates only) 
 

Waitlisted Candidates 
 

 

 The candidates whose roll numbers are given below are called in 30% in excess of the 

vacancies required to be filled up to cater to situations where some of the selected candidates 

may not turn up for verification/appointment.  Hence merely calling for verification of 

documents does not give any right to appointment for these candidates. 
 

28122011000015 28122011000017 28122012000129 28122013000002 28122014000155 

(Five candidates only) 
 

All the above candidates who have qualified in the written examination held on 29-

07-2012 are required to attend the office of Railway Recruitment Board, Secunderabad on the 

above mentioned date and time, for verification of original certificates in support of the 

qualification, date of  birth, caste and all other relevant records as mentioned in the individual 

intimation letters, which are being sent separately. 
 

 In case of non-receipt of intimation letters, the candidates can directly approach the 

office of Railway Recruitment Board, Secunderabad, in person on the day of their 

verification along with two sets of attested Photostat copies of the original certificates 

mentioned above and one recent passport size photograph. 
 

          While every care has been taken in preparing the above results, the Railway 

Recruitment Board, Secunderabad, reserves the right to rectify the errors & omissions, if any. 

The results can also be seen on websites http://rrbsecunderabad.nic.in 
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